POUR IT ON

AMAZED BY YOU
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When I'm drowning in the details, when I’m picking up the pace
When I'm holding on too long, to things I can't replace
When I'm missing the point, running off the rails
When I've reached the bitter end, and the wind has left my sails
  You breathe, the life back into me
  Cause the first thing I see, everyday is your lovely face
  I am always amazed by you
Up and down this rocky road, it's the only one I know
When I look at you to see, the better side of me
When I refuse to believe, can’t see the forest through the trees
When I'm running out of room, out of possibilities
  Chorus

LAST RESORT
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You, and that smile, could hold me captivated here all night
I, I’m your hostage, at your beckon call, at your feet
  And you, you’re my gatekeeper, you’re my dream catcher, my last resort
I’ve seen, all I have to see, now my eyes can rest, gently on you
Relax, and take the moment in, take me in your heart, take me
  And you, you’re my gatekeeper, your my dream catcher, my last resort
  All pale, in comparison, in retrospect, I had no choice
How fast, I fell, so silently
How dead, they said, romance can be
And somewhere, somehow, this totally freaks me out
How you can look inside of me, and see the things I've tried to hide away for years
You, and that smile, could hold me captivated here all night

FOLLOW THE LOVE
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Have you ever asked yourself, have you really sat down and asked yourself
What is it that makes my head and my heart collide
What am I gonna do when it comes down to choosing sides
Have you ever asked yourself, have you really sat down and asked yourself
What is it that makes my soul catch fire
What is it that I really believe inside
  Have you ever really listened, to the little voice inside your head?
  When it really comes down to it, you shouldn't have to think about it
  When it really comes down to it, go with your heart
  It’s easy to see where you’re going when you follow the love
Have you ever asked yourself, have you ever just sat down and wept
What is it that makes my plans and my dreams collide
What am I gonna do when it comes down to choosing sides
Chorus
Don’t change your mind

PRETTY
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I want you to notice, I want you to see
Oh how it hurts when you look through me
I have no value, I owe everyone
For the image I am, for what I’ve become
  I want to be pretty, so pretty for you
  I want to be pretty, like the deepest blue
  I want to be pretty, in the prettiest way
  We’ll all be a pretty, pile of bones some day
I want you to light up, wherever I come
I want you to drink me, up like the sun
I have no value, inside of me
I leave it to you, to put a price tag on me
Chorus
If pretty little blue birds fly...beyond the rainbow why oh why

GRAVITY
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Well I woke up on the sunny side of the day
A hummingbird came to my window, and he looked my way
He said, just look at the big blue sky
It’s gonna be a beautiful day, you can’t deny
  And I said, hey hey what’s that sound
  He said it’s gravity trying to hold you down
  He said just get out of bed and do it again
  Gravity can’t hold you down
I said coming from a hummingbird that’s nice
You’re all of 3 grams you fit in my hand, that’s some solid advice
I said, I got big problems I’ve found
He said, your only problem is you’re looking down
  He said hey hey what’s that sound
  I said it’s gravity trying to hold me down
  My back’s hunched over with this weight on my shoulder
  Gravity can’t hold me down
You know hummingbirds don’t really hum
But their heart beats faster than mine, 25 to 1
And his short little lifetime is burning fast
I don’t suppose he spends much time, living in the past
  I say hey hey what’s that sound
  He said it’s gravity trying to hold me down
  But I’m flapping my wings just as fast as I can
Gravity can't hold me down
Welcome to the sunny side of the day
Where we look at things in a most unusual way
When you're feeling up, don't look down
And if you see that hummingbird hovering around

OPEN YOUR ARMS
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I'm sure you can make your own way in this world
I'm sure you can find your own piece of mind
But I know you will wander and I know you will roam
But please just remember you can always come home
Before you get too far, always look back
'Cause the pain that you're running from, well I've already had
And I know just how you feel and I know where you've been
And I know why you keep on coming back again
Because you try so hard
   Smile real big and open your arms to me
   The things that will happen you won't believe
   Smile real big open your arms to me
   The things you can do, when you're together with me
Of all of life's promises given to you
This one I hope that you'll listen to
All of the twists and the turns and the decisions you make
When it all gets too heavy I'll carry the weight
Yes I will
I'm sure you can make your own way in this world
I'm sure you can find your own piece of mind
But I know you will wander and I know you will roam
But please just remember you can always come home

STAY SMALL
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You've got these great expectations they've created for you
Don't let em' haunt you if they never come true
And hope it don't go to your head, if they do
There's an old saying and I hope you'll recall
The bigger they are, the harder they fall
Don't you forget to stay small
   Stay small, don't get caught up in it all, stay small
And may hope hold your head up like a pillow
And may faith be firmly planted under your feet, under your feet
So, there you are standing in the middle of it all
You've got these great big ideas, 10 feet tall
It's alright to think big, but stay small
   Stay small, don't get caught up in it all, stay small
ANY BETTER
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When I look your way, you will always stare
Back in to my eyes, as if you’ve always been there
Like the smile, of a child
Who don’t know, any better
If I only ask, you will always reveal
Anything I wanted to know, about the way you feel
Like the smile, of a child
Who don’t know, any better
Cause the smile of a child has a mind of its own
The child hasn’t seen enough to be ruined by the world
And you love me, baby you love me
As if you didn’t know, any better
If I’m the first to go, will you carry on my name
You’ll hope to see me again, your hoping will never end
Like the smile, of a child
Who don’t know, any better

MAY YOU ALWAYS BE
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I hope you always look, on the brighter side
I hope your days go slowly lingering by
And I hope you take, a little less time
On those things, that took me years to decide
I hope you’re always first to apologize
And when you do, look ‘em straight in the eyes
Cause you can change the world in your own little way
You can right what’s wrong, no matter what they say
And may you always be, where the sun’s, gonna shine on you
Always stand up, for what you believe
The stronger your actions, the louder you speak
But the farther you run child, from your fears
You’ll spend the rest of your days, turning back those years
And may you always be, where the sun’s, gonna shine on you
Gonna shine on you, my baby blue
Gonna shine on you, I’ll be next to you
Gonna shine on you
I hope you see the stars, most every night
And never doubt the magic of the moonlight
And the mysteries, no one can see
I hope it doesn’t mean, that you don’t believe

I hope you always look, on the brighter side
I hope your days go slowly lingering by
And I hope you take, a little less time
On those things, that took me years to decide
I hope you’re always first to apologize
And when you do, look ‘em straight in the eyes
Cause you can change the world in your own little way
You can right what’s wrong, no matter what they say
And may you always be, where the sun’s, gonna shine on you
Always stand up, for what you believe
The stronger your actions, the louder you speak
But the farther you run child, from your fears
You’ll spend the rest of your days, turning back those years
And may you always be, where the sun’s, gonna shine on you
Gonna shine on you, my baby blue
Gonna shine on you, I’ll be next to you
Gonna shine on you
I hope you see the stars, most every night
And never doubt the magic of the moonlight
And the mysteries, no one can see
I hope it doesn’t mean, that you don’t believe
**MORNING COMES ALONG TOO SOON**

Warm summer breezes, blowing through the trees into my window
Her body fast asleep, her long flowing hair on the pillow
And the night rushes on with the speed of a train
Our hearts beating slowly, our souls feel the same
Bodies close together in the shape of a spoon
But the daylight’s impatient, the morning comes along too soon
Sweet little dreamer, where will you go now I am with you
To kingdoms far away, you can go anywhere that you want to
And the night rushes on with the speed of a train
Hearts beating slowly our souls feel the same
They say dreams come alive under the light of the moon
But the daylight’s impatient and the morning comes along too soon

**WILL I FIND YOU THERE**

Tonight this air’s so heavy, it kind of hangs on you
So heavy in fact that the stars don’t quite make it through
The kind of night only two people so captivated with one another could appreciate
And the wine is all gone, there’s traces of dawn, I guess it’s getting late
In the morning when I wake, will I find you there
In the sadness of this world, will you laugh with me girl
Laugh with brazen disregard
Your eyes they float there, like the turquoise sea
I just sit back cross my legs and let your eyes fall all over me
I might just let you carry me away
I don’t know if I could ever say no to someone who looks at me that way
In the morning when I wake will I find you there
In the sadness of this world, will you smile at me girl
With those loving eyes
As I lie here in the stillness of the night
I can’t help but think how I’ve stumbled onto something so perfectly right
I guess all the planets have lined up or something, it must be written in the stars
All these years that I’ve been wondering wondering wondering, just where you are
In the morning when I wake will I find you there
In the darkness of this world will you brighten my day
Shining so bright it blinds my way

**YOUR PHONE CALL**

Your phone call, was right on time
Just when I needed, to be reminded
Oh no I, didn’t mind at all
In fact I was kind of thankful, for your phone call
Cause it’s a race, out there
And it’s a race, in here
But you don’t win, or lose
You’re just wearin’, out your shoes
Your phone call, woke me up
From one of the deepest, sleeps I ever had
Oh no I, didn’t mind at all
In fact I was kind of kind of thankful, for your phone call
It’s the words I never said
It’s the choice I never made
It’s the song, I never sang
Until the phone rang

RUBY RED KISS
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It’s the simplest things that mean the most to me
It’s the timing of the phrase and the buzzing of the bee
It’s the golden opportunity of the people that I meet
It’s the shiny in your hair and the rosy on your cheek
It’s the road you never took that presents itself again
It’s the left of center, it’s the lifelong friend
It’s the way you never knew until you needed to know
Spontaneous combustion, it’s going with the flow
  It’s the ruby, ruby red kiss
  It’s the times you know you’re gonna miss
It’s the cornfields growing up out of control
It’s the cup you drink from that’s always been full
It’s the first of the day when the songbird sings
It’s animation added to inanimate things
It’s the foolish things you’ve done that come back on you
In a strange little package from who knows who
It’s the elevators path to the 42nd floor
It’s the way you look down and see the things you’ve never seen before

DON’T DIE WITH YOUR MUSIC
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Won’t you sing us all your songs, sing us all the songs
Sing us all the songs that you know
Wont you sing us all your songs, sing us all your songs
Sing us all your songs before you go
  Don’t die with your music, your sweet sweet music
  Don’t die with your music in you
You gotta leave it all behind, leave it all behind
Leave it all behind for the others coming along
You gotta leave it all behind, leave it all behind
‘Cause we want to hear your songs
Chorus
Just tell us what you know and tell us what you’ve seen
Tell us how it is or how it used to be
Tell us something good, tell us something good
Tell us something good because that’s just what we need

Chorus
We’re gonna sing along, and we’re gonna tap our toes
Our hearts will be dancing just like you never know
If you think you got it going on then let it out
If you think you got it going on then pour it out
Pour it on and let it out, pour it on and let it out
Pour it on, let it out, jump up and down and scream and shout
Pour it on and let it out, pour it on and let it out
Well you’re gonna feel much better, pour it on let it out

Chorus
This little light of mine, I’m gonna let it shine

Chorus